We want your dream deck to stand the test of time.
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The TRUNORTH DECK Advantage

With TruNorth Deck, your personal outdoor oasis is within
reach. Relax somewhere inspired by your unique vision
and TruNorth’s patented, environmentally responsible,
and North American made composite decking.
Located in Brantford, Ontario, our over 37 years of
experience and technical expertise in the recycled
plastic industry has proudly made us the only Canadian
manufacturer of composites. This experience has led us
to our proprietary rice hull capped product which is superior
for durability and performance in the decking industry.
Since our entire manufacturing process is computer
controlled and monitored, we know that every board we
produce is produced to the highest quality standard possible.
We oversee and control production so that shipment we
send you is completed on time and with perfection.
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Dreams turned
into reality.
With our advanced rice hull composite, you aren’t simply
replacing, you’re investing in a long lasting deck designed
and built to save time, money, and the environment.
What you get with TruNorth Decks:
Long lasting good looks - Wood grain
appearance that won’t fade or stain
Lower lifetime ownership cost
(start seeing your payback in as little as 2 years)
Ultra low maintenance
(no painting, staining or sealing)
No slivers, revealing nails or screws

3 simple steps to
build your deck:
1

Review and measure your deck’s
size, shape and attached stairs.

2

Choose your color with matching
accent, or use the auto-match feature.

3

Order and review installation
instructions online.

Build with confidence and sustainability.
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Why buy TRUNORTH DECK
composite decking?
You want the best, and we deliver
the best. TruNorth is the only
company that offers non-wood
based and PVC free capped rice
hull composite decking. Our rice
hull fiber composite is proven to
resist water penetration which
means your beautiful deck will
not mold, rot, or swell. Since we
encapsulate both sides, you have
the comfort of knowing you can
flip the boards over in the future if
you damage them.
Our goal is to keep your outdoor
escape looking great while being
enjoyed by the whole family. Our

proprietary capping helps keep
your family safe from slips and
slivers, prevent spilled liquids from
leaving a permanent stain, reduces
heat retention and minimizes
fading from harsh weather.
We want to make sure that when
you enjoy your deck outdoors,
you also enjoy nature’s beauty.
For this reason, we hold ourselves
to the highest standard to reduce
our use of natural resources, like
oil, and produce less greenhouse
gases. We are proud to produce a
sustainable product that uses 95%
recycled materials.

*Based on independent lab tests for abrasion and impact resistance

Keep your outdoor escape looking great.
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*Test performed by Cambridge Materials Testing using ASTM standards.

The quality and durability of a
TRUNORTH DECK composite decking
This graph shows the true quality and
durability of a TruNorth Deck. When
tested against our competitors, we have
been proven to maintain up to 5X – 8X
more when tested against abrasive

forces – only having lost 0.0231g of its
original weight. Whatever Mother Nature
has in store, we are ready for it! We
guarantee the best quality decking suited
for your unique backyard.

Built to stand
the test of time.
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Grooved Edge
With design and simple installation in mind, building
your dream deck has never been easier. The grooved
edge makes it compatible with hidden Slide & Go®
fasteners for main deck surfaces. Use the Solid Edge
board for direct fastening on main surfaces, borders
and stairs. Both are certified to meet Canadian,
International and USA building codes and feature our
best 25 years warranty for stain and fade so that your
deck stays beautiful longer.
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Square Edge
The Square Edge boards, with no grooves, are perfect for
decking when you want to surface screw the deck. They are
more commonly used for trim, stair treads, feature boards,
and picture framing patterns on TruEcono and Grooved Edge
hidden fastened decks. The board is reversible and made from
the same proprietary material as all other TruNorth Deck
boards. Since the Northern Lite board has the same wood grain
finish and colors, it is easy to include in any project. As with all
TruNorth Deck boards, the Northern Lite board is certified to
meet Canadian, International and USA building codes and
features our best 25-year warranty for stain and fade.
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Getting started
is as easy as...

Choose Your
Deck Board
Style and
Colour

Match E-Trim,
Fascia Boards
and Hole Plugs
with Deck
Board Colour

Review
Installation
Instructions
Available
Online

Construction Boards
These are boards made for ground contact and other building applications.
They are made from 100% recycled plastic so they will not rot or absorb any
water. They are great for ground contact at the bottom of stair stringers or
as spacers on concrete surfaces. They are not a replacement for structural
wood. We have many different formulas for different applications, so please
inquire for recommendations to fit your needs.

Accessories
To masterfully finish your deck, we provide a complete
line of accessories to trim and complete any type of
installation and design. Available in all 10 colors.
Our Slide & Go® fastening clip system allows for easy
installation and these great benefits:
No visible screws

Color Matched Composite
and Fascia Screw System

Single boards can be removed,
flipped, and adjusted if needed
Reinforced plastic that never rusts
Made to exactly fit our boards
(not a universal clip that fits “just ok”)

Installation made easy
With our easy Slide & Go® fastening system, you will get the
same finished professional look and quality without the time
consuming hassle! Simply follow the instructions provided and
you’ll be relaxing on your new deck in no time.
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NEW!

Outdoor living refined:
Clubhouse Decking.
When you set out to make the industry’s most remarkable outdoor living
space, there’s only one place to find inspiration: the outdoors. By looking
at colors and textures found in nature, and combining that with our passion
for innovation and technology, we’ve been able to create decking that has
the look of real wood, but none of the problems that come with it.

Limited Transferable Lifetime
Performance Warranty
for unprecedented peace of mind.

25-Year Limited Fade
& Stain Warranty
for unsurpassed assurance of beauty,
year after year.
9
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Entertain In Luxury;
Escape In Supreme Comfort.
Clubhouse® Decking showcases nature in a dramatic departure from
ordinary planks and drab details. Clubhouse Decking is the first of a new
generation of PVC decking that incorporates advanced material science,
world-class engineering, and patented performance manufacturing to
produce a deck that is stunning in every kind of weather.

Incredible choice comes with
Incredible beauty.
There’s a secret why Clubhouse® Decking shows so well at parties, gettogethers, and as an icon of neighborhood envy. It’s in the way our deep,
rich color is infused into each timber and the exclusive random graining
process we created to mimic nature in its organic genius. And it’s also in
a special bonus: our unique dual-color, dual-embossed options on every
board that allow you to create multiple looks with ease.

Innovation at Work,
Genius at Play.
Show your smarts in a deck that will outperform and outlast without losing its beautiful, natural good looks. Clubhouse®
has no wood or wood fillers to warp, rot or break down. But it does have a proprietary formulation that produces
a super-dense structure that is impervious to water and provides dramatic strength and protection against impact.
And Clubhouse is protected by an ingenious capstock technology that’s blended into a single-extrusion process for
a stunning low-gloss, natural matte finish that resists oxidation, clouding, fading and staining far beyond outmoded
composite or plain PVC decking.

Hardwood Collection

Earthtone Collection

Distinctive variegated grains that give

Stylish solid shades that offer the look

you a truly unique, natural wood feel.

of painted wood without the need for

Designed with variation in color and

maintenance… a light cleaning is all

patterns to allow for the most realistic
replication of true hardwood decking.

Mahogany

Walnut

that is needed.
Driftwood

Ipe

Brookstone

Ironwood

Hickory

Cobblestone

Sandstone

Colors shown are by a lithographic process and may vary from the actual product color. Please see your Clubhouse Representative for actual color samples.
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Remarkable. Dependable. Sustainable.
At TruNorth Deck, we want every customer to feel excited
and confident from the day they order their new deck
to everyday when they step outside. To guarantee our
remarkable decks, our products are tested in our industry
leading quality assurance labs at both the recycling input
stages, as well as final extrusion product testing lab.
All of our product certifications are completed by an
independent third party company, including the global
leader, Intertek.
With our 25 year product warranty, you can depend on
your deck looking perfect each time you step onto it. We
know this because not a single warranty claim has been

filed in the 10 years that TruNorth boards have been on
the market. Plus, we have over 20 years of Technical Sales
Support to help ensure proper installation.
We know that preserving our environment’s health is just
as important to you as it is to us, which is why we have
proudly developed a product that is comprised of 95%
recycled material and established a production process
that has reduced our oil consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions. With our rice hull composite decking, every 10
ft. x 16 ft. sized deck recovers 6,000 plastic water bottles
from the landfill. Together, let’s leave the trees in the forest.

For our ultra premium deck board offering, check out clubhousedecking.com

For more information about our product,
where to buy, the warranty, installation instructions
and more, please visit:

TRUNORTHDECK.COM
55 Plant Farm Blvd., Brantford, ON

905-265-0022
High quality, low maintenance decking simplified.

DECK DOCK BUILD
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